
 

 

SRI LANKA SHIPPERS’ COUNCIL MEETING WITH THE CHAIRMAN AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT 

OF THE SRI LANKA PORTS AUTHORITY HELD ON 15TH DECEMBER, 2020. 

A delegation of The Sri Lanka Shippers’ Council 

(SLSC) comprising leading senior representatives 

of the constituent Trade and Product Associations 

of the Council, convened a meeting with the 

Chairman of the Sri Lanka Ports Authority (SLPA), 

General Daya Ratnayake, to apprise him of the 

prevailing challenging and demanding ground 

situation and the serious implications and 

disruptions on the supply chains due to the effects 

of COVID-19 Pandemic prevailing during this 

period in time. , to understand how the Sri Lanka 

Ports Authority was planning to meet these unprecedented challenges faced by the country and 

to make recommendations to reduce the impact faced by the shippers whom we represent. 

Our recommendation was based on the following factors. The effects of Covid-19 on supply 

chains across South Asia and the Asia-Pacific, is perhaps the single most salient issue affecting 

economies in the respective geographic areas.  

Shifts to global supply chains were already in motion prior to the pandemic, due in part to the 

U.S.-China trade dispute but also to longstanding erosion of China’s manufacturing advantages. 

The chaos unleashed by Covid-19 and the trade dispute accelerated what were previously 

three- to five-year time horizons into the much-nearer term.  The severe impact it has had on 

Sri Lanka, which is entirely dependent on exports and imports, is no exception. On the contrary, 

the impact of the disruptions has had a far more serious effect on the country’s economy which 

is predominantly exports based and is also heavily dependent on imports because of scant 

natural resources.  

It is with these objectives, that the SLSC sought the meeting, the intention of which was 

twofold. 

The first was to provide an upto date situation analysis based on the experiences and impact of 

the constituent member associations of the SLSC and the second, to obtain first hand, the 

measures that have been taken and that are being taken by the Ministry of Ports and Shipping 

and the SLPA to alleviate the disruption to port operations and restore normalcy amidst the 

challenges that it is faced with. 

Opening the discussion, General Daya Ratnayake, Chairman SLPA, warmly welcomed the 
delegation. 
  
He emphasised that the main objective of the SLPA at this critical moment, was to continue 

port operations without disruption. While accepting that there had been serious difficulties for 

importers and exporters, both operational and in other critical areas, he emphasized that the 



Pandemic has provided a unique opportunity to cooperate with and operate among the 3 port 

terminals as one team, to improve the services for and cater to the requirements of the port 

users. He added that the situation has greatly improved since several immediate measures 

were implemented. 

The Chairman of the SLSC, Suren Abeysekera, expressed his appreciation to the Chairman SLPA, 

for hosting the discussion. Making a brief introduction of the SLSC, Mr. Abeysekera informed 

the SLPA Chairman that the SLSC was established in 1966 to protect the interests of shippers. It 

was the first National Shippers’ Council to be set up in Asia and was formed on a request made 

in 1965 by the local committee of the Ceylon Continental Conference and a subsequent request 

made by the Director of Commerce to The Ceylon Chamber of Commerce. He stated that the 

SLSC is the apex body that represents the interests of shippers. Members of the delegation 

introduced themselves and the sectors that they represented. 

The Chairman, SLSC, whilst thanking the Chairman SLPA and his senior management for 

measures taken by SLPA to operationalize the East Container Terminal (ECT), to assist 

exchanging seafarers with the help of the Sri Lanka Navy, and  to improve the operations 

amidst challengers to the port.  

The Chairman SLSC next outlined the meeting objectives, which in the first instance was 

intended to strengthen relations between the SLPA and the Council. To pave the way for 

continuous engagement and discussions to address existing and future issues for the 

betterment of all stakeholders. Then the SLSC Chairman outlined in detail, the points of 

discussions: 

PORT CONGESTION 

The severe congestion at the Port of Colombo has created serious operational challenges in 

several critical areas, which were identified as listed below:  

1. Port congestion, its effects affecting importers and exporters alike.  

2. Delays in obtaining delivery of LCL shipments from the port due to deconsolidation 

delays and requested for contingency plans if staff at the BQ got COVID 19 infected. 

3. A status update on port, terminal, ITT activities, berthing delays, container build up in 

yards (import and transshipment containers) and requested an estimated time frame 

for port operations to return to normalcy. 

4. Action plans developed by the SLPA to manage port activities during the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

The situation is exacerbated by the tightening of vessel space availability and rapidly increasing 

freight rates. Colombo commands the bulk of India’s transshipped volume, especially for trade 

in and out of the country’s east coast corridor, with fewer direct long-haul sailings. Further 

delays could be anticipated with more disruptions due to an anticipated acute labor shortage 

following the enforcement of fresh community lockdowns intended to contain surging COVID-

19 infections, creating significant vessel buildup at the port. 



There were berthing delays, sailing delays, and ITT [inter-terminal transfer] delays experienced 

as well. 

During the General Discussion which followed, individual members of the Council also 

expressed their concerns and views: 

1. Current port congestion. The Chairman explained the delivery of LCL shipments from the 

port and how it has affected the importers, exporters and transshipment operators. 

a) Vessels with essential import consignments bypassing Colombo port creating production 

delays, execution of export orders, cancellation of Export contracts and added costs to 

importers. 

The ripple effects that is created to the manufacturing industry and essential commodity 

availability in the country due to a shortage of raw materials to meet both export-

oriented manufacturing, local essential-commodities due to berthing delays and by 

passing of vessels. (Information collated on vessels bypassed up to 14th December was 

tabled). 

b) Carriers rejecting freight bookings to Colombo or diverting services resulting in delays to 

import of and clearance of raw materials  and cancellation of sales/export orders 

c) Increasing freight rates for Sri Lankan Exports at a time when exports have been 

identified as the main revenue generator, capable of resuscitating the economy through 

an EXPORT LED ECONOMY. For example, Freight rates from Shanghai to Colombo has 

increased drastically. 

d) Due to Artificial demand created at Colombo with blank sailings, vessels bypassing and 

delayed berthing gave rise to limited space available for Inbound & outbound cargo for 

exporters and importers from Colombo 

e) Loss of international export markets, due to inability to execute orders on a timely 

manner, resulting in buyers diverting sourcing to alternative options/countries. 

f) Shortage of equipment for exports (empty) due to carriers not repositioning empties. 

g) Perishable export commodities affected severely due to longer waiting times or 

extended transit times. 

 

In addition, individual members expressed their concerns and suggestions, pertaining to their 

respective sectors: 

 

Mr. Sean Van Dort:- 

 

 Shortage of empty containers as a result of slow de-stuffing. One of the reasons was slow 

customs processing,  

 LCL de-stuffing to be taken outside the port, which would restrict the number of clearing 

agents, workers/transporters visiting the port and Safety measures can be enhanced  

 Lack of equipment to handle different cargo – which is pending for the last 15 years. A ten 

year master plan to be implemented. In order to project the image of the Colombo port as 

a main transshipment hub. 



 The prevailing  situation at the Port of Colombo had been conveyed by the country’s 

international buyers,  Sri Lankan exporters were by and large, unaware of the ground 

situation and had to be imported through external sources due to real time information 

received by all stake holders. (According to the communication released by SLPA, no ships 

have bypassed Colombo, although according information, vessel calls to Colombo had been 

cancelled or several vessels had bypassed the Port of Colombo). 

 

 

Delegates requested the SLPA hierarchy to initiate clear, precise and up to date information and 

communication lines as a regular status update to the trade and web site to be updated on a 

real time basis.  

 

Ensure proper transparency, efficiency and competitiveness among regional ports 

 

Mr. Rohan Masakorala 

 

Rubber Products Sector:- 

 

 

The local representative of a foreign investor had 

reported that 65 raw material containers were 

stuck at various regional ports for 2-3 weeks due 

to unavailability of connections and due to the 

congestion at the Port of Colombo. The result is 

that raw materials and other essential items and 

merchandise getting delayed, which are critical for 

production. Due to this, the production lines have 

temporarily ceased. If there had been correct and 

accurate information, the manufacturer would 

have planned and ensured the transfer of global 

supply to other customers from other ports.    

 

As a precautionary measure to protect their Global clients/buyers, the production facility was 

shifted temporarily to other countries to meet the demand and protect global clients, which is a 

loss and confidence towards the country. 

 

The issue here is that information stating that the port operations were back to normal but the 

information received from overseas customers were different. (According to the lines, the port 

operations will not be restored fully, for few more weeks). 

 

From an Investor’s point of view, the importance of the availability of up to date information by 

SLPA was strongly emphasized, with communications on the operational status, through SLPA.  

 



International Investors would expect clear communications of the port’s operational status 

through: 

 

 Accurate, verified and confirmed information about terminal congestion – The SLPA’s 

website MUST be updated on real time.  

 Regular updates on a fixed frequency on the container situation and vessels that bypass 

Colombo. 

 Consolidation of planned equipment availability by shipping lines in coming weeks 

 Details of SLPA’s Contingency plans to build confidence by all stake holders. 

 Expected period of recovery to normalcy in/out flows. 

 

Urgent requirement to update the SLPA’s website with critical information. 

 

For example, the Message from the Hon. Minister of Ports & Shipping on the SLPA’s web site is 

in Sinhala Language. International investors and customers will not be able to comprehend nor 

understand the content. The needs and requirements of international customers have to be 

considered and addressed. 

 

Data is not updated in the de-stuffing bay at the Port Authority.  

 

Mr. Noel Priyathilake - Apparel Sector 

 

 

Quoting a message received from an International 

customer  

“We have been informed by our member partner 

that we will not be able to accommodate any 

delays beyond December 20th and we have 

requested our vendors to shift some of our units 

to other countries as a risk mitigation factor”. 

 

Comparing the statistics from September to 

November 2020, losses have been 25% to 30% of 

exports whereas in Bangladesh there has been a 

2% increase. 

The ships that have bypassed Colombo have been diverted to India. This has created an 

opportunity for other ports to grow.  

 

Other than the COVID issue, both Imports and exports have been affected due to the current 

situation in the port. Production lines had to shut down. 

 

  



Sri Lanka Logistics & Freight Forwarders Association:- 

 

Around 72 ships omitted/ bypassed Sri Lanka as of Psychosis December 1, 2020. This 

information is available, accurate and up to date information is important for Global buyers and 

Suppliers to manage the logistics and the entire supply chain. Situations can be managed only 

with accurate and correct information. Knowing the plan of action of the SLPA is of paramount 

importance to mitigate the negative effects and these actions have to be updated in the SLPA 

site. 

 

During one weekend, there were around 8000 tea containers which were moved, but the 

positive work done by SLPA was not included nor updated on the website. 

 

Although the Colombo port is important to all shipping lines, once they have decided to go 

elsewhere, it is difficult to get them back. 

 

Mr. Suren Abeysekera – representing largest apparel buyer in Sri Lanka 

 

If the information (correct situation at the port) is known well in advance, we can get the raw 

material and there is a possibility to change the mode of shipment and the production line or 

fulfilment does not get affected. 

Based on the false information (the port is normal, vessels are coming) if we send the 

containers and they get stuck and go to India, then we will lose the credibility of Sri Lanka as an 

on-time delivery partner in the supply chain. 

 

In Chennai, there is congestion developing at the Chennai Port.  

Chennai port authority and Customs Associations have already issued circulars about the 

pending congestion for the transporters to plan their activities well ahead. 

Before the congestion occurred, these authorities have taken action to inform the traders. 

This type of forward information is lacking in Colombo. 

 

Mr. Zuraish Hashim – Perishable exports sector (Fruits & vegetables) 

 
Unlike other types of Cargo, the shelf life of perishable cargo is limited to 2 weeks in most cases. 
Vessel delays and omissions are detrimental to exporters of perishables and to their 
buyers/customers in the Middle-East and EU regions. Concerns of losing their off-shore buyers.  
 
While appreciating that the vessel operations to and from of Colombo are not within the control 

of the SLPA, we hope that some concessions are granted for perishable cargo, where the vessel 

operators are adequately updated and given priority for on boarding of perishable cargo. (Fast 

track the perishable exports). 

 

Following the discussions on the issues faced by shippers, The Senior Management of the 

SLPASLPA explained the current situation and the plans and action taken to mitigate the 

situation. 

 



Mr. Upul Jayatissa, AMD:- 

 

Weekly meetings with Terminal operators, CASA and SLAVO, break bulk container operators 

were held to address the current situation. SLPA accepted that during the last 1 ½ months, 

there had been issues which were previously discussed. 

 

During the 1st wave of Covid 19:- 

 

Entire port volume, domestics and transshipment had dropped and the SLPA had taken 

immediate measures to control and improve the situation without a total shutdown.  

 

During the 2nd wave of Covid 19:- 

 

 The situation aggravated and became worse than the 1st wave. 

However drastic steps were taken to bring the situation under control and at present, the 

situation has started improving and it is on the road of recovery to near normalcy. 

 

Infection started at the Dockyard and around 52 positive cases were reported with two 

Customs officers also been infected. Workers at JCT got infected and their fellow workers 

panicked and unrest was built up by their fellow workers due to the fear of the pandemic. 

Infected patients were sent home. However the port continued to work with low labour/ low 

output due the sagging morale. Workers at SAGT and CICT got infected too (CICT- are all hired 

workers, except gantry crane operators and supporters who are on the pay role of CICT.  

 

Amidst all these difficulties, the port operation has continued without total shut down until 

today.  

 

Statistics - 2019:- 

 

 

Last year total 7.2M TEUs were handled by SLPA 

(Maximum capacity) 

82% transshipment (5.9M TEUs) 

Domestic Local cargo market is = 18% (1.3 M TEUs) 

Port monthly throughput: 650,000 TEUs 

discharging and 650, 000 TEUs going out 

Local market is just 82% - is handled by all the 3 

terminals. Single terminal cannot handle 

transshipment to cater to one shipping line – Port 

is in the maximum capacity 

Last 5 years, there was no additional capacity 

added to the operation except two cranes were 

brought down by CICT 

 



To achieve Maximum capacity with smooth operation, all 3 terminals should run simultaneously 

at the same pace without any disruption because the port is operating at maximum capacity. 

 

Immediate action was taken to control the spread of the Covid 19 virus:- 

  

Adhering to the health guidelines, JCT is working with 2 groups.  

1st group has started work continuously for 14 days.  

Conducted the PCR test, positive patients were transferred for quarantine 

2nd group has started work again continuously for 14 days and the same process continue 

All necessary infrastructure and facilities were provided to the workers. 

 

SAGT operation was disrupted during this period. 

 

CICT operation totally paralyzed one week due to workers getting infected and fellow workers 

acting violently. 

 

Not only Colombo, with the second wave of the pandemic, port workers around the world, too 

were affected with the virus and port work the world over started slowing down. Operational 

capacity and productivity started dropping down, which led to delays and congestions in key 

ports handling large containerized throughput. Entire ship schedules got disrupted around the 

world 

 

Current Situation- a status update on port:- 

 

Operations in all 3 terminals have recovered and are back to normal in terms of labour 

The shift continues for 7 days (all 3 terminals) 

 

According to the statistics gathered form all 3 terminals, around 15 ships were 

planned/scheduled listed and no vessels bypassed the Port of Colombo. 

The Correct interpretation of “Listed and bypassed” and “bypassed” needs to be clarified 

CASA figures are different. CASA take figures as the ships that are not calling Colombo port at 

all as bypassed. Sometimes those ships were not listed or scheduled to come to Colombo. CASA 

bypassed figures are different. 

 

Freight rates, shipping: world scenario:- 

 

Last few years, shipping lines made losses. But this year, even with pandemic situation, 

according to quarterly figures, shipping lines have made profit.  

How can they earn profit when there is down turn, when volume is less?  Suggested to do a 

research and find out. 

 

2 alliances controlling 85% of the business 

Global Volumes are less,  

Ships are not running on schedule, no space, this is a question? 



Cargo held up in Singapore since there is no ships. Same in Colombo 

Empty storage –World trade is down, then how empty storage 

Earlier over ship supply, now less ships, less capacity – same 5200 container ships are in the 

world, same figures? 

When supply short, freight rates have to go down 

How this can happen in a downturn, is a question. There is an artificially created issues/figures.  

You may need to think about it. 

 

Port Statistics –Situation in the Colombo 

 

Presentation: ANALYSIS ON THE CURRENT BERTHING TERMINAL OPERATION & LOGISTICS 

OPERATION:- 

 

PORT OF COLOMBO  

 

1. Berthing issues 

14th December, JCT/SAGT/CICT berthing schedules: There is no berthing delays in all 3 

terminals 

Joint statement will be issued explaining the current situation for CASA to share with 

their principles 

Same to be shared with the Trade and to be uploaded in the SLPA website. 

2. terminal operations – all 3 terminals have improved  

3. Logistics – during 1st wave, there were issues LCL/FCL clearing / de-stuffing issues 

/congestion 

LCL/FCL Ratio: Out of entire 650,000 TEUs of imports containers, LCL is just 5% including 

MCC and all LCL, 95% is FCL 

FCL delivery has been improved and now online 

During 2nd wave – there was no problem in LCL/FCL cargo clearing. All 3 terminals were 

online and no one need to come to the Port to clear the cargo. All online.  

No congestion at all for FCL/LCL delivery 

Statistics: only 46 containers to de-stuff as at 14th December at SLPA 

 All statistics are on the SLPA website -  

 

Gate Statement: from 08thto 14th December 2020 

 

13th Sunday– total no of boxes for exports receiving - 371 

Total no of boxes for Imports Delivery – 46 

 



 
 

Vessels Awaiting Berth POC & JCT :- 

 

14th December - Only 01 ship awaiting outside for CICT 

01st December - 17 vessels outside 

Loading at ECT is happening 

 

Customer advisory by some lines were misled –Base on the discussion with lines yesterday, it 

was found out that ship berthing delay is 4 days, there is no such situation at the Port 

It was suggested to publish these information in to the site. – number of ships calling Colombo 

/ships published schedules/ given window and ships actual arrivals/occupation 

Berthing delays are not usually published by any ports in the region 

 

Container throughput for the month of October 2019/2020 

Cumulative figures up to October 

 

 



 

Empty – Exports & Import figures 

 

 
 

Stock in all 3 terminals 

 

 
 

 

Only 1.8% transshipment drops up to October (cumulative) 

 

ITT activities: Focus on clearing backlog. SLPA is working with lines to clear backlog. There is no 

backlog for connecting to ITT at SLPA. Normal no of 10,000 ITT is there. All 3 terminals are 

working together. (Triangle exchange process) There is no abnormal backlog. 

LCL Cargo release from Port  – Manifests are submitted online. However, a PDF copy of same is 

required to be emailed too. Also , hard copies are required and there is an allocated location to 

leave those outside. – SLPA confirmed that manifest submission is happening online. Few hard 

copies needed for customs purpose. That also can be eliminated in the future. Discussion had 

taken place with Customs. 

  



Action plan put in place by SLPA to manage port activities within the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 Shortage of labour – additional staff were recruited (200) including crane operators/ skilled 

labour. Additional staff being trained. 3 teams working on roster basis at JCT/ CICT has hired 

staff, operation commences at ECT with additional staff 

JCT operates full capacity without nay labour shortage 

 Distance between CICY and JCT to transfer boxes-11 Km round trip:  most ships having 

direct connections with JCT to work with ECT in ECT. Internal arrangement to share 

resources among 3 terminals/pool resources 

 Task Force appointed at the Port to mitigate COVID. Strategic plan was implemented to 

control and prevent the COVID within the Port premises. A number of testing and awareness 

programme were conducted and has helped to relive the Fear Psychosis among workers. 

Accommodation with all facilities was established 

Suggestions and way forward. 

a. An SOP to be developed to face any future pandemic or calamity in order to continue 

operations unhindered in the port. 

b. Need for open and timely information and communication from SLPA to stakeholders 

(particularly to importers and exporters) regarding impending delays or congestion so 

upstream and downstream activities could be planned accordingly. 

c. SLPA and terminals to actively market Colombo port with the ship owners to swiftly 

bring back discontinued services and vessel calls which would increase transshipment/ 

ocean market capacities. 

d. Develop ECT on apriority basis and increase the use of the port of Hambanthota for 

containerization. 

e. Any clearing issues: Contact details of duty officers at 3 terminals to be shared – 

Follow –up  

f. Update SLPA site, situation update from SLPA  

The meeting, which was conducted in a positive and cordial atmosphere, concluded the 

decision by the Chairman of the SLPA and the discussants, to continue with regular engagement 

through pre-determined meetings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


